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AN ANALYSIS OF COMPLAINING STRATEGIES USED BY THE 

CHARACTERS IN THE FILM ENTITLED ENDER’S GAME. 

 

Abstrak 

 

Fokus penelitian ini adalah ekspresi ungkapan keluhan yang digunakan 

semua tokoh di dalam Ender’ Game. Penelitian ini menganalisis dua tujuan yaitu 

untuk mendeskripsikan strategi-strategi ungkapan keluhan yang digunakan oleh 

semua tokoh. Tujuan kedua untuk mendeskripsikan strategi kesopanan dari ekspresi 

ungkapan complain yang digunakan oleh semua tokoh di dalam film Ender’ Game. 

Peneliti menggunakan penelitian kualitatif yang merupakan tipe dari penelitian ini. 

Data penelitian ini diambil dari ungkapan ungkapan yang digunakan oleh semua 

tokoh dalam film Ender’s Games. Dalam metode pengambilan data, peneliti 

menggunakan teknik dokumentasi dan observasi. Hasil dari penelitian ini 

menunjukan bahwa (1) ada 15 strategi-strategi ungkapan keluhan oleh semua tokoh 

di dalam film Ender’s Games. Peneliti menemukan 14 ungkapan termasuk teguran  

eksplisit atau kiasan (13,2%), 10 ungkapan termasuk ekspresi kejengkelan atau 

celaan (9,4%), 9 ungkapan termasuk konsekuensi buruk (8,5%), 6 ungkapan 

termasuk tuduhan langsung (5,7%), 2 ungkapan termasuk tuduhan secara tidak 

langsung (1,9%), 6 ungkapan termasuk menyalahkan (5,7%), 1 ungkapan termasuk 

kecaman jelas terhadap tindakan (1%), 2 ungkapan termasuk kecaman jelas terhadap 

pelaku (1,9 %), 5 ungkapan termasuk meminta pertanggungjawaban (4,7%), 8 

ungkapan termasuk ekpresi kekecewaan (7,6%), 7 ungkapan termasuk ancaman 

(6,6%), 5 ungkapan termasuk peringatan (4,7%), 9 ungkapan termasuk kritik atau 

teguran (8,5%), 16 ungkapan termasuk ekspresi meminta atau memerintah (15%), 6 

ungkapan termasuk larangan (5,7%).  Strategi keluhan yang paling dominan atau 

banyak digunakan adalah ekspresi meminta atau memerintah. Kebanyakan ungkapan 

meminta atau memerintah di dalam strategi ini adalah berasal dari percakapan antara 

remaja dengan remaja. Ada 8 ungkapan diantara mereka. Karakter di dalam film ini 

cenderung mengungkapkan keluhan dengan cara mengungkapakan mohon, tolong 

matikan, berhenti, kembalilah dan tinggalkan kita. (2) peneliti juga menemukan 4 

tipe strategi kesopanan berdasarkan teori dari Brown dan Levinson. Peneliti 

menemukan 18 ungkapan termasuk bald on record (39,19%), 8 ungkapan termasuk 

kesantunan positif (17,39%), 12 ungkapan termasuk kesantunan negatif (26,09%), 8 

ungkapan termasuk off record (17,39%). Tipe strategi kesopanan yang paling banyak 

digunakan oleh karakter di dalam film Ender’s Game adalah bold on record. 

 

Kata kunci: strategi keluhan, strategi kesantunan, karakter, konteks         

 

Abstract 

 

This research focuses on complaint utterance used by characters in Ender’ 

Game movie. This research analyzes two objectives (1) to describe the complaining 

strategies used by the characters (2) to describe the politeness strategies of the 

complaining utterances used by the characters in the film entitled Ender’s Game. The 
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researcher takes qualitative research as the type of this study. The data of this 

research are the utterance used by the characters in the Ender’s Game. The data 

sources are the movie script entitled Ender’s Game. In the collecting data, the 

researcher uses the documentation and observation technique. The result of the 

research shows that (1) fifteen types of complaint strategies used by characters in 

Ender’s Game movie. The researcher finds 14 utterances belonging to no explicit 

reproach or hint (13,2%), 10 utterances belonging to expression of annoyance or 

disapproval (9,4%), 9 utterances belonging to ill consequences (8,5%), 6 utterances 

belonging to direct accusation (5,7%), 2 utterances belonging to indirect accusation 

(1,9%), 6 utterances belonging to  modified blame (5,7%), 1 utterances belonging to  

explicit condemnation of the accused’s action (1%), 2 utterances belonging to  

explicit condemnation of the accused’s person (1,9%), 5 utterances belonging to 

asking for responsibility (4,7%), 8 utterances belonging to expressing of 

disappointment (7,6%), 7 utterances belonging to threatening (6,6%), 5 utterances 

belonging to warning (4,7%), 9 utterance belonging to criticizing or admonishing 

(8,5%), 16 utterances belonging to requesting or ordering (15 %), and 6 utterances 

belonging to prohibition (5,7%). The complaint strategies utterance used by the 

characters that is dominant in the film entitled Ender’s Game is requesting or 

ordering. The most number of data in this strategy is between teenager to teenager. 

There are 8 utterances. The characters in this movie tend to use complaint utterance 

by using please, turn it off, stop it, stay back, and leave us now. (2) The researcher 

also found 4 types of politeness strategies in the film entitled Ender’s Game based on 

Brown and Levinson’s theory. The researcher finds 18 utterances belonging to bold 

on record (39,13%), 8 utterances belonging to positive politeness (17,39%), 12 

utterances belonging to negative politeness (26,09%), 8 utterances belonging to off 

record (17,39%). Type of politeness strategy which is dominant in the film entitled 

Ender’s Game is bald on record. 

 

Keyword: complaint strategies, politeness strategy, characters, context. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Human states their feeling, sense or psychological states, and statement in 

daily life. People also show their unkind feeling or lacking kindness to others. 

They show displeasure and unsatisfied feeling by expressing complaint. 

Trosborg (1995) explains that complaint utterance is including as expressive 

utterance. People express complaint utterance to show their displeasure or 

annoyance feeling. According to Trosborg (1995: 311-312), complaint is 

illocutionary act or making an utterance in which speaker or complainer express 

their disapproval or negative feeling.  The speaker express complaint utterance 

in many kind strategies. 
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Trosborg (1995) mentions 8 complaint strategies. There are no explicit 

reproach or hint, expressing disapproval or annoyance, ill consequences, direct 

accusation, indirect accusation, modified blame, explicit condemnation accused 

person, explicit condemnation accused behavior. Wijayanto et. al (2013) classify 

completely complaint strategies. The classification has considered in this 

research. There are asking for responsibility, warning, threatening, expression of 

disappointment, criticizing/rebuking/reproving/admonishing, requesting or 

ordering, letting off hook (forgiving and accepting the offence). Trosborg (1995: 

312) argues that complaint utterance is a non-polite act.  

Politeness defines as saving hearer face. In expressing speech act, politeness 

is major important concept. Therefore, in complaint utterance, politeness can 

raise and maintain the hearer impressed so he or she can respect each other. 

According to Brown and Levinson (in (Eckert & McConell-Ginet, 2003: 136) 

argues the purpose of people use politeness is to sharpen the bad feelings, 

someone might have to repair actual or potential damage to someone’s face. 

People need to formulate politeness strategies in order to save hearer’s face 

when face threatening is raised. There are four strategies of politeness strategies 

by Brown and Levinson (1987: 94-211). It is bald on record, negative politeness, 

positive politeness, and off record.   

Context is also important concept to determine complaint and politeness 

strategies. According to Leech (1983:13) context concerns with appropriate 

aspects of physical or social setting of an utterance. Context refers to the 

situation that may contribute in spoken and written language. It can help the 

speaker and the hearer understanding the relevant meaning of utterance. There 

are two notion of context that is explained by Malinowsky (in Halliday and 

Hasan, 1985). It is context of culture and context of situation. Context of culture 

means the history or culture background of the participant in the interlocutory. 

Whereas context of situation means the surround situations when speech is 

uttered. The context of this research is in the international fleet that has some 

school such as battle and command school. The participant is Ender, Peter, 

Valentine, Ender’s father, Ender’s mother, Colonel Graff, Mayor Anderson, 
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Sergeant James, Ender’s friend and Mazer Rackham. They are preparing the war 

with the alien.  

The researcher is interested in the movie to study in this research. Movie is 

manifestation of the real life. It can be described in the characters. Complaint 

and politeness utterance is showed by characters. It is found in movie script 

entitled Ender’s Game. The character in this movie is adult and teenager. 

Ender’s Game tells about the war to aliens. Teenager is trained to as army. They 

will fight Formic as an enemy. There are a lot of pressure during training camp. 

Commander insists teenager to be a best army. Teenager looks commander as 

authority figure. They always have bad relationship. The relationship between 

teenager is also not good. It is because they have a pressure. They also do not 

have good coordination and communication each other. Finally, they have good 

team and beat Formic. 

This research is different from related researches in this topic. The 

researcher finds differences with researches that conducted by Tabatabaei (2015) 

and Bikmen and Marti (2013). In Tabatabaei (2015), the researcher purposed to 

examine the pragmatic norms in complaint speech act by English and Persian 

native speakers. The result of this study indicates that the most use strategy to 

express complaint explicitly of Persian native speakers by the use of criticism 

strategy. Whereas English native speakers that most use strategy to express their 

dissatisfaction implicitly by the use of compliant strategy. The finding of this 

study also shows that social status of interlocutor has an effect on the strategy 

choice of the speakers. 

While, in Bikmen and Marti (2013), the researcher examines in complaining 

behavior of both native speakers (NS) and nonnative speakers (NNS) of English. 

Then they also describe how Turkish learners of English (TLEs) transfer 

pragmatic knowledge from their native language into English when performing 

the speech act of complaining. The finding of this study is that requests, hints, 

and annoyance are the most commonly-used strategies by all three groups. TLEs 

use hints, ill consequences, direct accusation, and threats/warnings at 

frequencies that are closer to the ENSs’ frequencies. All respondent (TLEs, 
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ENSs and TNSs) are statistically indistinguishable in their use of annoyance, 

blame (behavior), and blame (person). Finally,The TLEs use modified blame at 

an intermediate level with respect to the ENSs and the TNSs, reflecting weak 

negative pragmatic transfer. 

From two examples above, it concludes that it is a different research that 

examines complaint and politeness strategies in movie script. In Tabatabaei 

(2015), researcher just focuses on realization of complaining strategies. Then, 

the data source is elicited from Persian EFL Learners. In Bikmen and Marti 

(2013), the researcher focuses on complaining strategy and pragmatic transfer. 

Then, this study taken data from Turkish Learners of English. 

This research discusses two objectives, they are to describe complaint 

strategies are used by the characters and politeness strategies of the complaining 

utterance are used by the characters in the film entitled Ender’s Game. 

Characters in this movie is adult and teenager. The data source of this research is 

Ender’s Game movie script.     

      

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The type of this research is qualitative research. This research is conveyed to 

describe complain strategies are used by the characters and politeness strategies 

of the complaining utterance are used by the characters in the film entitled 

Ender’s Game. The object of the study is the politeness strategies of 

complaining utterance. The data of this research are the utterance used by the 

characters in the Ender’s Game. The data sources are the movie script entitled 

Ender’s Game. the researcher printed Ender’s game movie script in form of 

dialogue and sentences. Then the researcher matches the movie script with the 

conversation in the movie. In the collecting data, the researcher uses the 

documentation and observation technique by acquiring the data from the movie 

script. The researcher has steps to analyze the data by describing complaint 

utterances used by characters in Ender’s Games, describing the types of 

complaint strategies by referring to the theory of Trosborg’s and Wijayanto et. 

al’s classification, describing the politeness strategy of complaining utterances 

by using the theory of Brown and Levinson. 
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3. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 The researcher sums up the finding of the research on the data analysis. The 

researcher found 15 types of complaint strategies used by the characters in the 

film entitled Ender’s Game based on Trosborg and Wijayanto et. al 

classification. The researcher found eight of complaint strategies based 

Trosborg’s theory. The researcher also found 6 strategies of 7 complaint 

strategies based on Wijayanto et. al classification. Then, one of complaint 

strategy that is found in this research is a new finding. It is prohibition. The 

researcher finds 14 utterances belonging to no explicit reproach or hint (13,2%), 

10 utterances belonging to expression of annoyance or disapproval (9,4%), 9 

utterances belonging to ill consequences (8,5%), 6 utterances belonging to direct 

accusation (5,7%), 2 utterances belonging to indirect accusation (1,9%), 6 

utterances belonging to  modified blame (5,7%), 1 utterances belonging to  

explicit condemnation of the accused’s action (1%), 2 utterances belonging to  

explicit condemnation of the accused’s person (1,9%), 5 utterances belonging to 

asking for responsibility (4,7%), 8 utterances belonging to expressing of 

disappointment (7,6%), 7 utterances belonging to warning, 5 utterances 

belonging to threatening (4,7%), 9 utterance belonging to criticizing or 

admonishing (8,5%), 16 utterances belonging to requesting or ordering 15 %, 

and 6 utterances belonging to prohibition (5,7%). 

One of the sample from the complaining’s analysis of the data is requesting 

strategy.  

3.1 Complaint Strategies 

Datum 88/5/Requesting 

 
Ender’s Mother  : Turn it off, please, John.  

Ender’s Father    : Why? You'd rather not know what's going on in  

   the world?   

Monologue Television   : We must never again bear witness to the slaughter  

         of tens of millions of innocent people, as we did  

        during the Formic invasion. 

Ender’s Mother   : I'd rather you talk to your son.  
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 This conversation happens in Ender’s family room. The participants 

are Ender’s mother and Ender’s father. They are watching TV and preparing 

dinner. All of the family are in family room. 

Ender’s mother disapproves with her husband. It is because, he is enjoying 

watching television instead of talking with Ender after he is resigned from 

the school. Ender’s mother thinks her husband should take an initiative to 

talk with Ender. Whereas, Ender also in behind his father. While, Ender’s 

father prefers to watch television besides talk with Ender.  

  In this case, Turn it off, please, John is categorized as requesting 

strategy. In this strategy, the speaker expresses a complaint explicitly. In 

this strategy the complainer expresses the act of asking for something to be 

given or done. She conveys for asking her husband to turn off the TV. So, 

the speaker using Requesting strategy to convey complaining.  

 The characters in this movie is adult and teenager. The number of data 

of complaint utterance between teenager to teenager is 41 utterances, 30 

utterances between teenager to adult, 19 utterances between adult to teenager 

and 16 utterances between adult to adult. The complaint strategies utterance used 

by the characters that is dominant in the film entitled Ender’s Game is 

requesting or ordering. The most number of data in this strategy is between 

teenager to teenager. There are 8 utterances. The characters in this movie tend to 

use complaint utterance by using please, turn it off, stop it, stay back, and leave 

us now. Based on the finding above, the complaint utterance by character in the 

film entitled Ender’ Game mostly tend to express their request or ordering. 

Expressing requesting or ordering is the act to ask for help or order someone to 

do something what she or he want. So, it can be concluded that characters in 

Ender’s Game movie show they ask someone to do what the speaker want or 

order to fix something as the hearer’s responsibility. Then, the speaker could get 

something what she or he want. 

 The researcher also found 4 types of politeness strategies in the film entitled 

Ender’s Game based on Brown and Levinson’s theory. The researcher finds 18 

utterances belonging to bold on record (39,19%), 8 utterances belonging to 
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positive politeness (17,39%), 12 utterances belonging to negative politeness 

(26,09%), 8 utterances belonging to off record (17,39%). The researcher just 

finds 46 of 106 data that show politeness strategy. There are 60 data of 

complaint utterances that does not reflect to the politeness.  

One of the sample from the politeness’s analysis of the data is bold on record.  

3.2 Politeness Strategy 

Datum 3/48/BOR 

 

Bean   : My Dreadnaughts are out!  

Ender   : I don't care about Dreadnaughts! Just protect  

  Petra! Like we  protected Alai when we fought Bonzo!  

 

Based on the data above, the utterance My Dreadnaughts are out! belonging to 

complaint utterance. In this case, they are student. Ender is a commander in 

the simulation battle. He manages the strategy. Some of his army is afraid in 

losing the weapon including Bean. Because the Bean’s weapon that will be 

destroyed. It also happens to Bean’s weapon. Then, his weapon need 

urgency. Alai uses attention getter to attract Ender awareness. that shows he 

wants Ender cares about their weapon. So, the politeness strategy which is 

used by speaker in this conversation is bald on record. 

Type of politeness strategy which is dominant in the film entitled Ender’s Game 

is bald on record. The characters are adult and teenager. Conversation between 

teenager and teenager is the most utterance in this strategy. There are 12 

utterances. Then, the conversation between adult and adult. There are 6 

utterances. and the last is 1 utterances belonging to adult and teenager. There are 

not find a politeness in the conversation between teenager to adult. Based on the 

finding above, all characters mostly tend to use direct and clear utterance to 

show their expressions. So, it can be concluded that teenager use direct utterance 

to express their feeling to the hearer that has more power and distance. 

Furthermore, the teenager does not use direct politeness to express their 

complaint to the adult. 

There is not all of complaint strategy reflects to the politeness strategy. It 

considers power, distance, rank of imposition, and context. In bold on record, 
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there are 5 of 15 complaint strategy included in Bold on Record. There is 

annoyance, ill consequences, warning, criticizing or admonishing, requesting. In 

positive politeness, the researcher found 6 of 15 complaint strategy that related 

with politeness strategy. There is hint, ill consequences, criticizing or 

admonishing, requesting, and prohibition. In negative politeness, the researcher 

found 6 of 15 complaint strategy that related with politeness strategy. There is 

hint, annoyance, ill consequences, direct accusation, asking for responsibility, 

and requesting. The last is off record, there is just 1 of 15 complaint strategy that 

related with politeness strategy. There is just hint. It can be concluded that 

complaint strategy that does not reflect to politeness strategy at all is indirect 

accusation, explicit of condemnation accused’s action, explicit condemnation 

accused’s person, expressing disappointment, threatening, and warning.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The researcher makes a conclusion as the answer of objective of the study. 

From the analysis of 106 complaint utterance, types of complaint strategies 

performed by characters that is dominant in Ender Games movie is expression of 

requesting or ordering, then the second dominant is no explicit reproach, then 

expression of annoyance or disapproval, ill consequences, criticizing or 

admonishing, expression of disappointment, warning, modified blame, direct 

accusation, prohibition, threatening, asking for responsibility, indirect 

accusation, explicit condemnation of the accused’s person, and last is explicit 

condemnation of the accused’s action. Then prohibition is new finding of 

complaint strategies that found in this movie. It can be concluded that characters 

in this movie tend to use complaint utterance by using please, turn it off, stop it, 

stay back, and leave us now. Their utterances are direct and clear. It makes an 

efficiency in the transfer and understanding the meaning.  Request or ordering 

strategy shows that character tries to avoid conflict if they use high complaint 

strategies such as blame. Then, the researcher found four types of politeness 

strategies in Ender’s Game movie based on Brown and Levinson’s theory. 

Types of politeness strategies that is dominant in Ender’s Game movie is bald on 
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record strategy, second is negative politeness, then is positive politeness and off 

record strategy that has same number of data.  

It can be concluded that there is complaint strategy that does not reflect to 

politeness strategy at all. There is indirect accusation, explicit of condemnation 

accused’s action, explicit condemnation accused’s person, expressing 

disappointment, threatening, and warning. 
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